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from the director…
The context within which we encounter works of art will 

sometimes radically change our understanding. For example, 

the Ball State University Museum of Art has a superb collection 

of early Japanese prints assembled by George Ball and presented 

to the Museum by his daughter, Elisabeth Ball. Mainly from 

the eighteenth century, they are the classic Ukiyo-e prints 

representing the “Floating World” of theater and popular culture 

that developed during the Edo period. The museum also has 

a collection of Japanese luxury objects given by Anna Kiern 

in memory of her missionary/educator husband, the Reverend 

Dr. C.I. Kiern. The collection, which they assembled in Japan 

around the turn of the century, was presented to Ball State 

Teachers College in 1931. We have included parts of both 

collections in the exhibition Japanese Art from the Floating World; however, they have been sorted into 

a new context that explores an evolving Japanese national aesthetic.  

 Japanese art in the second half of the nineteenth 

century reflects Japan’s entry into the modern world 

after two-and-a-half centuries of self-imposed 

isolation. This era, the so-called Meiji Restoration 

through the Showa period, has until recently been 

largely ignored by art historians in the west. While 

adding important historical Japanese works of art, 

such as the great Amida Buddha and an eighteenth 

century suit of armor, we also purchased most of 

the prints in this exhibition in the past three years. 

Most of these were made after 1875. This is an 

endeavor to bring the collection into line with 

critical conventions of the late twentieth century 

that have embraced this period as vital and as 

interesting as those that preceded it. The exhibition 

demonstrates how Japanese art evolved without 

surrendering integrity or losing sight of its own tradition. Hiroshi Yoshida’s Niagara Falls, made in 1925, 

is a masterful example of traditional craft in color woodblock printing applied to the most hackneyed 

American tourist destination view with an entirely different visual effect. Niagara is made new through 

a Japanese sensibility. 

 Two exhibitions that highlight the work of women artists will be installed successively in 

the Brown Study Room. Conversation Piece: Photographs by Jessica Todd Harper will be on view 

through February 24th. This remarkable artist uses her family and friends as subjects in photographs 

that explore light in an apparently artless way. Women in Print: Female Printmakers 1500 to 1800 

is a show of rarity and quality of the few women who managed to achieve professional status in a 

profession usually closed to women. 

 As usual, we will close the academic year with the Student Show, which is always a lively selection 

of the best of the prior eight months’ work. 

See you in the galleries. 

Peter F. Blume

Niagara Falls, Hiroshi Yoshida, Japanese, 1925, Purchase: Museum of
Art Endowment, on view in Japanese Art from the Floating World
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japanese art 
from the floating world

On view through March 16

Popular culture takes center stage as the Japanese Art from the Floating World 

exhibition continues at the Ball State University Museum of Art. The Japanese art 

of Ukiyo-e, or floating world pictures, developed in the city of Edo, now Tokyo. 

The Floating World refers to the escapist lifestyle embraced by the rich merchant class 

during the Edo Period. It is an art form closely associated with the pleasure of the 

theater, teahouse, and geisha, and representative of a society fascinated with celebrity.

 The practical meets the popular in small personal items such as inro and netsuke. 

As Japanese garments had no pockets, one solution was to hang small, handcrafted 

boxes (inro) by cords from a sash worn around the waist. The cord was counterbalanced 

on the sash by a carved, button-like toggle (netsuke). 

 The influence of popular culture is apparent in the netsuke cast of characters. 

“You can look at these little sculptures and see what was important to people at 

the time,” Director Peter Blume said. “The zodiac, mythical creatures, and kabuki 

actors—the rock stars of the day— are often featured. Each one had meaning in 

the popular culture of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.” 

 Other featured works of art in the exhibition include a ceremonial samurai suit 

of armor, iron stirrups inlaid with silver in a pattern of peonies, and items from the 

traditional tea ceremony. Woodblock prints from the museum’s collection depict a 

range of subject matter, from traditional landscapes of Mount Fuji to modern sea 

battles during the Russo Japanese War. 

 “We can see a dramatic transition from an isolated national culture to a modern 

one in this exhibition,” Blume said.  

A sculpture of Amida, Buddha of the Western Paradise, is on view now through 

March 16 at the Ball State University Museum of Art. 

    Modeled after the Great Buddha at Kamakura, the sculpture is nearly six feet tall 

and was cast in Japan in 1680. On loan from David T. Owsley, the Amida Buddha is 

seated in meditation on a double lotus, hands upright in his lap. Director Peter Blume 

notes that areas of the bronze sculpture that are gilded, including the skin, face, and 

chest, are very well preserved.

 The sculpture is solitarily seated in a special gallery. To view it, one must first travel through the Japanese Art 

of the Floating World exhibition. There is some significance in that, said Blume. During the heyday of the 

Floating World, the average person had turned an eye toward more popular entertainments, and religion took 

a backseat in the Japanese culture. Yet the Buddha remained a watchful presence, looking on from the lotus 

seat, always in the background. 

 “So the Buddha in the backroom is indicative of the religious traditions that became the background of 

people’s lives as pop culture became the foreground,” Blume said. 

Suit of Armor, Unidentified Craftsman, Japanese, 18th Century, 
Gift of David T. Owsley via the Alconda-Owsley Foundation, 

on view in Japanese Art from the Floating World



January
9 wednesday •  Noon

Alliance Luncheon & Program*
Alliance Vice President and Program Chairperson 
Elaine Witbeck convenes a group of Alliance member 
artists to present their creative works of art and discuss 
their inspirations.
Prospective Alliance members free; Alliance Members $10.*

16-30 wednesdays •   4:45 pm

Meditation in the Museum
Meditation teacher, BSU professor emerita of religious 
studies, author and workshop presenter Julia Corbett-
Hemeyer will lead a series of three 60 minute classes of 
this expression of body-mind harmony suitable for all 
health fitness levels.  

Offered in partnership with the Ball State University 
Office of Recreation Services and Working Well program

For cost and other information, contact the Office of 
Recreation Services Main Office at 765.285.1753.

February
13-27  Wednesdays •   4:45 pm

Meditation in the Museum
See listing in January

12 tuesday •  Noon

Art High at Noon: Social Nuance
View and compare details of photographs in 
Conversation Piece: Photographs by Jessica Todd Harper 
with a museum docent.

13 wednesday •  Noon

Alliance Luncheon & Program*
A Match Made in Heaven: Music and the Visual Arts
Muncie Symphony Orchestra executive director 
Elissa McDonald presents the interconnectedness 
of cultural sights and sounds.
Prospective Alliance members free; Alliance Members $10.*

17 sunday •  2:30 pm

Japan Culture Day
In association with Japanese Art from the Floating World

2:30 pm: Associate Professor Ken Swope will speak 
about Japan’s 1590 war with Korea and its influence 
on art of the time

3:30 pm: Tea ceremony with Yoshiko Kendall 
followed by Japanese food tastings 

26 tuesday  •  Noon

Art High at Noon: Battles in Japanese Prints
View and compare outstanding examples of Japanese 
prints from Japanese Art from the Floating World  with 
a museum docent.
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  All programs are free unless otherwise noted.

 *  Friends of the Ball State University of Museum   
    of Art may join the Art Alliance for $15....

15 tuesday •  Noon

Art High at Noon: Japanese Lacquer
View and compare 18th century armor and inro 
(cases for small objects) from Japanese Art from 
the Floating World with a museum docent.

21  MONday  

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day / Museum closed 

27 SUNday •  2:30 pm

Expert Art: Forever Familiar Family 
Theme
Assistant Professor of Art Jacinda Russell 
presents an overview of families in contemporary 
photography followed by a walk-through of 
Conversation Piece: Photographs by Jessica Todd 
Harper currently on view.  

29 tuesday •  Noon

Art High at Noon: Buddhist Sculpture
View and compare the new 17th century Japanese 
Amida Buddha with the 6th century Chinese 
Eastern Wei Buddha with a museum docent.

Four-case Inro with Ojime and 
Netsuke, Japanese, early 20th 

century, Elisabeth Ball Collection, 
Gift of the George and Frances 

Ball Foundation, on view
 in Japanese Art from the 

Floating World

Netsuke, The Magic Tea Kettle, Japanese, early 20th century, 
Gift of Anna Kiern in memory of the Reverend Dr. C. I. Kiern, 
on view in Japanese Art from the Floating World

CALENDAR of EVENTS   
spring



april
4 friday •  6 - 8 pm
Opening: 73rd Annual Student Show
In collaboration with the Ball State University 
Department of Art

8  tuesday  •  Noon

Art High at Noon: Bronze Sculpture
View and compare Kopernicus (1959) by 
Theodore Roszak with Spindle Piece (about 
1968-1969) by Henry Moore.

9 wednesday •  Noon

Alliance Luncheon & Program*
Gilding: The Art of Gold Leafing Frames 
in the BSUMA Collection
Brian Gordy, director of framing and restoration, 
Gordy’s Fine Art and Framing, explains the history 
and process of gilding frames for works of art 
by Winslow Homer, Jean Francois Rafeaelli’s 
Champs Elysées, Alfred von Wierusz-Kowalski’s 
Arab Calvary in Battle, and more.
Prospective Alliance members free; Alliance Members $10.*

22 tuesday  •  Noon

Art High at Noon: Orientalism in Art
Welcome back Fragonard’s Sultana on an Ottoman 
(1772-1776) while viewing and comparing it with 
Jean Leon Gerome’s Sermon in the Mosque (1903) 
with a museum docent.

27  sunday  •  2:30 pm

Reel Time: Women in Art Museums
Enjoy the film “National Museum of Women 
in the Arts, A Women’s Touch” (2002, 28 minutes) 
followed by a walk-through of the museum’s 
galleries to see works by women artists currently 
on view with Curator of Education Tania Said.

march
12 wednesday •  Noon

Alliance Luncheon & Program*
Art of Leisure in Japan, 1600-1800
Tour the Japanese Art from the Floating World exhibition 
and view Amida Buddha, with Director Peter Blume and 
Curator of Education Tania Said.
Prospective Alliance members free; Alliance Members $10.*

25 tuesday  •  Noon

Art High at Noon: Life Beyond Ancient Egypt
View the Model of a Boat and representations of 
Egyptian deities with a museum docent.

30 sunday  •  2 :30 pm 
First Person: Women in Art Museums
Tour Women in Print, discuss the history of women 
artists, and view other works by women with Curator 
of Education Tania Said.
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Latona Giving Birth to Apollo and Diana on the Island of Delos, Diana 
Scultori, Italian, before 1575, Allentown Art Museum, Purchase: 
SOTA Print Fund, on view in Women in Print

Netsuke, Tengu Mask, Japanese, 
19th century, Gift of Anna Kiern in memory 

of the Reverend Dr. C. I. Kiern, on view in 
Japanese Art from the Floating World

Hannya, Demon Mask for the Noh Theater, 
Japanese, 18th/19th century,
 Lent by David T. Owsley, on view in 
Japanese Art from the Floating World

Tray with diagonal handle, 
Japanese, first half 19th 
century, Gift of Anna Kiern 
in memory of the Reverend 
Dr. C. I. Kiern, on view 
in Japanese Art from the 
Floating World

The Actor Nakamura 
Shikau IV, as Priest Mongaku 
Shonin, Toyoharu Kunichika, 
Japanese, 1875, Purchase: 
Museum of Art Endowment, 
on view in Japanese Art 
from the Floating World

CALENDAR of EVENTS   
springspring



Conversation piece 
Photographs by Jessica Todd Harper
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On view February 29 through May 11

Artist Jessica Todd Harper chronicles the relationships and rituals of family and friends 

in an autobiographical series of large-scale photographs reminiscent of conversation 

pieces, small-scale group portraits common in Britain in the 18th century. In such works, 

two people would be depicted in a shared, intimate moment, or a group of people would 

be captured celebrating at an extravagant social gathering. The portraits were an effort to 

portray a solitary moment in an attempt to reveal some aspect of the lives of the sitters. 

Many of Harper’s photographs do the same. 

 Harper holds a bachelor of arts degree in art history, so it may be no coincidence 

that her photographs echo these pictorial precedents. Her work is sometimes erotically 

charged, said Director Peter Blume, but it is always carefully constructed. “There is very 

little left to chance,” he said. “She is so aware of composition, line, and color. These are 

carefully composed images.” 

 An essay offering a deeper discussion of Harper’s photographs, written by Sarah Anne 

McNear, deputy director of the School of the Arts at the 92nd Street Y in New York City, 

is included in an illustrated brochure available to those who visit the exhibition. 

On view through February 24 

women in print 
Female Printmakers 

1500-1800

 Until modern times, women engravers often worked as silent partners, helping as needed in the family 

business but leaving little evidence of their contributions. A few women did and they are represented in 

the exhibition. 

 The etchings and engravings represent six countries and span three centuries, from the Italian Renaissance 

through the French Revolution to the Romantic Era at the end of the Napoleonic Empire. The subjects encompass 

a variety of categories, including religion, history, portraiture, landscape, still life, animals, and scenes of daily life. 

The show is a celebration of women artists in a time when there was so much working against them. 

 “The whole notion of gender bias—critically, commercially, and in every other sense—is very real in the art 

world,” Blume said. “and while post-World War II we have a good representation of women artists, before that 

time their work is rare. This collection offers evidence that women were working as designers, engravers, and 

publishers of their own work, and doing it as well as the men.” 

Romulus and Remus Found by Shepherds, Antoinette Bouzonnet, French, 
1676, Allentown Art Museum, Purchase: SOTA Print Fund, on view in 
Women in Print

Detail, Amida Buddha, Japanese, 1680,
 Lent by David T. Owsley

Christmas Eve Dinner,
 Jessica Todd Harper, 2006, 
Lent by the Artist, on view 

in Conversation Piece

The Ball State University Museum of Art will offer 

visitors a mostly unexplored view of printmaking 

by women artists when it unveils Women in Print, 

an exhibition drawn from the collection of the 

Allentown (Pennsylvania) Art Museum. Director 

Peter Blume says the exhibition dispels the notion 

that there were no women artists before the 

twentieth century. 
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73rd  student art show
Art students at Ball State are preparing for what may be the biggest event 

of their academic year. The 73rd Student Art Show at the museum will be held 

April 4 through 27 at the Ball State University Museum of Art. David Hannon, 

assistant professor of art and chair of the exhibition, said that the event is the 

first show for many students. “Once their work is on display,” he said, “they 

start to take themselves seriously as artists.” 

 The exhibition will feature artwork in all media, from printmaking, painting, 

and photography to metals, ceramics, and sculpture. A reception will be held 

from 6 to 8 pm on April 4. The public is invited. 

meditation in the  Museum
Wellness Programs offered in January & February

In an effort to support and encourage New Year’s resolutions centered on 

wellness, “Meditation in the Museum” is available.  This series of three one-hour 

meditation classes will be offered twice.  See dates and times listed on the left.

 The classes came about after a survey for the university’s “Start Where 

You Are” wellness campaign revealed that many people consider the museum 

an integral part of their personal mental and spiritual health. Curator of 

Education Tania Said said the feedback encouraged development of the 

meditation program. “With the launch of the Japanese Art from the Floating 

World exhibition and the installation of the Amida Buddha, introducing a 

meditative kind of program seemed like the right response to the feedback 

we received,” she said. 

 Offered in partnership with the Ball State University Office of Recreation 

Services and Working Well program. For cost and other information, contact 

the Office of Recreation Services Main Office at (765) 285-1753.

DIDO: Digital Images Delivered Online
First 100 images available February 1

Those seeking information on the museum’s collection will soon have access to a 

new search tool. Digital Images Delivered Online (DIDO) will replace the existing 

Art Reference Terminal (A.R.T.) database. This is an ongoing project for the museum, 

and the first 100 images will go live on the museum’s web site February 1. 

 Associate Director Carl Schafer said DIDO is being developed to provide increased 

access to the museum’s collection, including high quality images and a more inventive 

search system that allows users to compare works of art previously cataloged as unrelated. 

“DIDO provides spectacular images,” Schafer said. “And these images will be accompanied 

by information that will encourage further inquiry into the museum’s collection.”  

On view April 4 through 27

Detail, Amida Buddha, Japanese, 1680,
 Lent by David T. Owsley

72nd Student Show, Spring 2007

FIRST SERIES
Consecutive Wednesdays 
January 16 - 30 •  4:45 pm 

SECOND SERIES:
Consecutive Wednesdays 
February 13 - 27  • 4:45 pm



museum hours

monday - friday 
9:00 am - 4:30 pm

saturday and sunday
1:30 pm - 4:30 pm

765.285.5242

admission free
www.bsu.edu/artmuseum
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New in the museum’s galleries is a limestone Buddha from China’s 

eastern Wei dynasty. The Wei dynasty lasted only 16 years, from 534 to 

550 and is an important moment in the evolution of style in Buddhist 

art. This Buddha, likely carved within a cave, as was much early 

Buddhist art, exhibits the slender elongated body type, with almond-

shaped eyes, pointed ears, and clinging robes typical of the period. 

 Peter Blume remarked, “We are very fortunate to be able to exhibit 

this extremely rare example of Buddhist sculpture. With the later 

examples in our collection, influenced by the symmetries of Indian 

Buddhist sculpture, the dramatic changes in the Wei dynasty moving 

towards the naturalism of the Tang dynasty are very apparent.” 

The forty-one inch tall Buddha has been placed at the museum by 

David T. Owsley. 

Parking in the 
McKinley Ave. garage

between Riverside Ave. 
& University Ave.

new in the galleries…

Wei dynasty Buddha now on view…

Seated Buddha, Chinese, 534/550 CE, 
Lent by David T. Owsley 

in this ISSUE
In this issue, ARTwords faces east, exploring both the 

secular and the sacred. First up, Japanese Art from the 

Floating World, a look at popular culture Japanese-style. 

Then check out two views of the Buddha, one from Ja-

pan, the other from China. And just in time to help 

you stick to your New Year’s resolutions, the museum 

invites you to join us for Meditation in the Museum. 

PLUS…Notes from the Director, our Calendar of Events, 

and much more.


